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Glycoside hydrolases (GHs) are greatly diverse in sequences and functions, but systematic studies of GH
relationships based on structural information are lacking. Here, we report that GHs have multiple
evolutionary origins and are structurally derived from 27 homologous superfamilies and 16 folds, but
GHs are highly biased to distribute in a few superfamilies and folds. Six of these superfamilies are widely
encoded by archaea, bacteria, and eukaryotes, indicating that they may be the most ancient in origin.
Most superfamilies vary in enzyme function, and some, such as the superfamilies of (b/a)8-barrel and
(a/a)6-barrel structures, exhibit extreme functional diversity; this is highly positively correlated with
sequence diversity. More than one-third of glycosidase activities show a phenomenon of convergent evo-
lution, especially the degradation functions of GHs on polysaccharides. The GHs of most superfamilies
have relatively narrow environmental distributions, normally with the highest abundance in host-
associated environments and a distribution preference for moderate low-temperature and acidic envi-
ronments. Overall, our expanded analysis facilitates an understanding of complex GH sequence–struc
ture–function relationships and may guide our screening and engineering of GHs.

� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Proteins are the main actors that perform a myriad of exquisite
functions in life, and this diversity has been achieved through the
diversification of protein sequences and structures [1]. However,
compared with the unlimited number of protein sequences, the
number of basic shapes of protein structures is finite, with proba-
bly only thousands of folds in existence [2,3]. Point mutations and
insertions/deletions drive the diversification of protein sequences
and structures [4–7], while natural selection tends to preserve
the folds of core structures of proteins and alter their sequences
to generate diverse functions [8,9]. Exploring the relationships
among the protein sequence space, structure space, and function
space is a fundamental scientific focus. Characterizing these
relationships may carry practical implications for protein function
prediction [3,10].
Glycoside hydrolases (GHs) are a vast class of enzymes that
catalyze the hydrolysis of glycosidic linkages and are mainly
responsible for carbohydrate degradation in nature [11]. Carbohy-
drates, as the most abundant photosynthesis-fixed carbon form on
Earth, possess unrivaled structural and chemical diversities that
enable their various functions, such as structural maintenance (cel-
lulose, alginate, and chitin) and energy storage (glycogen and
starch) [12]. With the importance of substrates and products,
GHs play crucial roles in many biological processes and applica-
tions. For instance, in the carbon cycle, microorganisms in the soil
decompose plant cells to produce CO2 and various fermentation
products with the assistance of GHs [13–15]. Cellulases, xylanases,
and other glucosidases have been used to produce sugars from pre-
treated biomass substrates, and the sugars are then fermented to
produce ethanol or butanol as renewable substitutes for gasoline
[16–19]. Therefore, detailed knowledge of GH function is invalu-
able for understanding their ecological effects and industrial
applications.

The known GH protein sequences have exceeded 1,000,000, and
GHs are classified into more than 160 families based on their
sequence similarities [11]. However, sequence classification of
these enzymes is complicated to determine the overall situation
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of these enzymes. Compared with sequences, protein structures
are more conserved during evolution; GH families descending from
a common ancestor are beyond the limit of detection based on
their sequence similarities, but they might still have the same folds
in structure [12]. Thus, it is possible to reveal the distant
evolutionary relationships of GHs based on their structural infor-
mation. Proteins of known three-dimensional structures have
already been categorized according to their structural and evolu-
tionary relationships [20,21]. For instance, the CATH database clas-
sifies domains into four levels: class, architecture, topology/fold,
and homologous superfamily. Members of homologous superfam-
ilies share a conserved structural core and a common ancestor [21].
The carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZy) database adopts the clas-
sification of GH enzymes fundamentally based on amino acid
sequences. Although structural information supports the CAZy
classification, the classification of folds is still poor. In this study,
through the analysis of all GH family members deposited in the
CAZy database, protein structure classification information
released by the CATH database, and further prediction of glycoside
hydrolase structures with AlphaFold [22], we systematically inves-
tigated the complex sequence–structure–function relationships of
GHs.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Glycoside hydrolase identification

CAZy is a specialized database dedicated to the display and
analysis of genomic, structural and biochemical information on
carbohydrate-active enzymes [11,23]. GHs (EC 3.2.1.x) are a wide-
spread group of enzymes that hydrolyze the glycosidic bond
between two or more carbohydrates or between carbohydrate
and noncarbohydrate moieties [24]. Information pertaining to the
classification and taxonomic sources of GHs was acquired from
the latest release (current until September 2021) of the CAZy data-
base, whereby 163 families of GHs were classified based on amino
acid sequence similarities (Table S1).

Protein sequences originating from all complete genomes could
be assigned to GH families. The complete genomes are those
released by the NCBI as regular entries in the daily releases of Gen-
Bank [25]. GH gene information from 21,244 bacterial, 424
archaeal, 456 viral, and 352 eukaryotic genomes was derived from
the CAZy database. Taxonomic classification information was
obtained from the NCBI Taxonomy database [26].
2.2. Identification of superfamilies and folds associated with glycoside
hydrolases

CATH (class, architecture, topology/fold, homologous superfam-
ilies) is a hierarchical protein domain classification database [9,21].
At the class level, domains are assigned according to their sec-
ondary structural contents; at the architecture level, information
on the secondary structure arrangement in a three-dimensional
space is used for assignment; at the topology/fold level, informa-
tion on how the secondary structural elements are connected
and arranged is used; and assignments are made to the homolo-
gous superfamily level if there is good evidence that the domains
are related by evolution, i.e., they are homologous.

Based on the GH crystal structure information, the CATH classi-
fications were searched and matched with GH family classifica-
tions. Since many GHs are multidomains, we only analyzed the
catalytic domains. For GH families whose crystal structures have
not yet been resolved, we used the newly developed AlphaFold
algorithm to model the three-dimensional structures of their rep-
resentative members (Table S2). AlphaFold is an AI system that
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predicts a protein’s 3D structure from its amino acid sequence
and regularly achieves accuracy competitive with experiment
[22,27]. The three-dimensional structures were displayed in a car-
toon model by PyMol (Schrödinger, LLC). The GH sequence diver-
sity and functional diversity in each homologous superfamily
were calculated based on the Shannon index [28].

2.3. Corresponding relationship between the EMP OTUs and
prokaryotic genomes

The Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) was founded in 2010 to
sample the Earth’s microbial communities to advance our under-
standing of the organizing biogeographic principles that govern
microbial community structures on Earth [29]. A total of 262,011
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were obtained from a set of
10,000 EMP samples using Deblur software [30]. Chimera filtering
relied on the EMP project.

The 21,244 bacterial and 424 archaeal genomes annotated by
the CAZy database were compared with the sequence data of
10,000 EMP samples. Alignments between the EMP OTUs and
prokaryotic genomes were performed using BLASTn [31,32], and
the corresponding relationships were determined with a 16S rRNA
(V4 region) identity greater than 97% as the standard. Number and
sequence abundance proportions of identified OTUs of no<5% rela-
tive to the total OTUs in one sample were used as the criterion to
screen samples for subsequent analysis.

2.4. Environmental distribution of homologous superfamilies

The environmental distribution and abundance of prokaryotic
GH genes were analyzed based on the corresponding relationships
between prokaryotic genomes and OTUs. For OTUs identified in the
EMP samples, combined with the copy number of GH genes, the
copy number of 16S rRNA genes, total number of genes, and cell
abundance, the GH gene abundance (GH/1000) in each sample
was calculated. The GH/1000 value represents the number of GH
genes per thousand prokaryotic genes.

The environmental distributions of GH genes were analyzed
based on the Earth Microbiome Project Ontology (EMPO), which
classified 17 microbial environments (level 3) as free-living or
host-associated (level 1) and saline or nonsaline (if free-living) or
animal or plant (if host-associated) (level 2) [29].

On the basis of 2381 EMP samples with recorded temperature
information and 1183 samples with recorded pH values, the com-
position and abundance of GH systems in prokaryotic communities
were calculated under different temperature and pH conditions.
According to environmental temperatures, the samples were clas-
sified into 5 groups: low temperature (�10 �C), moderate low tem-
perature (greater than10 �C and � 20 �C), medium temperature
(greater than20 �C and < 30 �C), moderate high temperature
(�30 �C and < 45 �C), and high temperature (�45 �C). Each group
contained no less than 87 samples. The samples were also classi-
fied into 5 groups according to the pH value of the environment:
acidic (�5), slightly acidic (�5 and �6.5), neutral (>6.5 and <7.5),
slightly alkaline (�7.5 and <9) and alkaline (�9). There were at
least 115 samples in each pH group.
3. Results

3.1. Multiple evolutionary origins and highly uneven distribution of
glycoside hydrolases

The CAZy database contains 171 GH families, 8 of which have
been deleted. GHs are currently divided into 163 families according
to sequence similarities, with 141 families including members
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with known crystal structures. We analyzed the CATH hierarchical
classification of these GH families based on crystal structure
information. Since many GHs contain multiple domains, we only
analyzed the catalytic domains. The results showed that among
the 141 GH families, the catalytic domains of 136 GH families each
corresponded to specific homologous superfamilies (Table S1).
Other families were excluded: members of families GH46, GH80
and GH133 all have two domains directly involved in catalysis,
while NAD-dependent GHs of families GH4 and GH109 contain
cofactor binding domains for the catalytic process.

Notably, there are 22 GH families whose crystal structures have
not yet been resolved. In this study, we used the newly developed
AI system [22] to model the three-dimensional structures of their
representative members (Fig. 1 and Table S2). The three-
dimensional structures showed that the catalytic domains of
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of representative structures of GH families. Twenty-two GH fa
structures of whole proteins were obtained by AI system modeling and are shown as cart
red. Specific information on the GHs is shown in Table S2. (For interpretation of the refer
article.)
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families GH71, GH96, GH111, GH147, GH148, GH151, GH157,
GH168 and GH169 all had the classic (b/a)8 TIM-barrel fold, and
the GH119 family adopted the (b/a)7-barrel fold (pseudo-TIM-
barrel). The catalytic domains of families GH139, GH154 and
GH161 all consisted of the (a/a)6-barrel fold, while families
GH159 and GH165 displayed the five bladed b-propeller fold, the
GH122 family adopted the seven bladed b-propeller, the GH118
and GH160 families had parallel b-helix architectures, and the
GH132 family showed a b-sandwich fold. Additionally, the three-
dimensional structures of families GH75, GH150 and GH163 were
not determinable in the CATH structural classification.

Based on information from the crystal structures and
AlphaFold-modeled structures, the CATH hierarchical classifica-
tions of 155 GH families were determined, and further, the distant
evolutionary correlations of these GH families were analyzed
milies without crystal structures are displayed in the figure. The three-dimensional
oon models, with the coloring highlighting of N-terminals in blue and C-terminals in
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
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(Fig. 2). More than 1,000,000 known GH homologues belonged to
only 27 homologous superfamilies. Remarkably, more than 65%
of GH families (n = 105) were distributed in 4 homologous super-
families: the superfamily CATH 3.20.20.80 contained up to 62 fam-
ilies (38.0% of the total GH families), CATH 1.50.10.10 contained 27
families, and CATH 2.160.20.10 and CATH 2.115.10.20 included 12
and 10 families, respectively (Fig. 3A). In addition, 9 of these super-
families contained 2–7 GH families, and the other 14 superfamilies
included only one GH family. In terms of the number of GH genes,
more than 75% of the sequences were concentrated in 4 homolo-
gous superfamilies: CATH 3.20.20.80 (38.3%), CATH 1.10.530.10
(16.8%), CATH 2.120.10.10 (12.8%), and CATH 1.50.10.10 (8.3%)
(Fig. 3B). Therefore, the distribution of GHs is extremely uneven
and concentrated within only a few homologous superfamilies.
Fig. 2. Homologous superfamily associated with glycoside hydrolases in the CATH hiera
architecture, topology/fold, and homologous superfamily. Histograms and line charts s
typical structure of each fold is displayed as a cartoon model.
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At the class level in the CATH structural hierarchy, the core
structures of 40 GH families and 28.1% GH genes were mainly
formed by a-helices (mainly a), 41 GH families and 22.8% GH
genes were primarily composed of b-sheets (mainly b), and 74
GH families and 46.6% GH genes were constructed by a mixture
of a-helices and b-sheets (mixed a-b) (Fig. S1). Folds can reflect
how the secondary structure elements are connected and arranged
[21]. The 27 homologous superfamilies belonged to 16 different
folds (Fig. 2), with up to 69 GH families and 44.3% GH genes
exhibiting TIM barrels (CATH 3.20.20, (b/a)8) as core structures.
More than 85% of GH families and over 90% of GH genes were con-
centrated in 7 types of folds (Fig. 3C and Fig. 3D). In conclusion,
most GHs belong to only a few folds, and the distribution of
enzymes among these folds is highly uneven.
rchy. The four main levels of CATH hierarchical classification are the protein class,
how the numbers of GH families and genes in each superfamily, respectively. The



Fig. 3. Distributions of known glycoside hydrolases in homologous superfamilies and folds. The distribution of GH families (A) and GH genes (B) in homologous superfamilies
are shown. The distribution of GH families (C) and GH genes (D) in folds are also shown.
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It should be noted that in the CAZy database, 69 GH families
were combined into 18 clans at a higher hierarchical level.
Enzymes of the same clan have a common evolutionary origin of
their genes and share the most important functional characteris-
tics, such as the composition of the active center, anomeric
configuration of cleaved glycosidic bonds, and molecular mecha-
nism of the catalyzed reaction (inverting or retaining) [12,33].
We found that the 18 clans were clustered into 8 CATH superfam-
ilies, of which the superfamily CATH 1.50.10.10 contained 6 clans,
CATH 3.20.20.80 encompassed 5 clans, CATH 2.115.10.20 included
2 clans, and the other 5 superfamilies each contained a single clan
(Table S1). Overall, there were 87 GH families that did not belong
to any clan, but fell into CATH homologous superfamilies. In addi-
tion, more than 20,000 GH sequences have not been classified
(grouped in GH0), among which 11 proteins have known crystal
structures belonging to the superfamilies mentioned above.

3.2. Most GH superfamilies are multifunctional, and a few are
extremely versatile

<1% of GHs have been functionally identified, but more than 150
types of glycosidase activities (EC 3.2.1.x) have been discovered to
date [11]. Over two-thirds of the superfamilies (n = 20) had at least
2 glycosidase activities, among which 6 superfamilies were associ-
ated with at least 10 glycosidase activities (Fig. 4A). In particular,
the superfamily CATH 3.20.20.80 was related to as many as 107
types of glycosidase activities, occupying 70.9% of the total. Phos-
phorylases are a group of carbohydrate-active enzymes to cleave
glycosidic bonds using phosphate as a nucleophile. GH families
contain diverse phosphorylases. We found that phosphorylases
related to GH families were mainly located in three superfamilies
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of CATH 3.20.20.80, CATH 1.50.10.10 and CATH 2.115.10.20
(Fig. S2), and these three superfamilies also included the most
types of glycosidase activities. Therefore, most superfamilies are
multifunctional in terms of glycosidase activities and phosphory-
lase activities, and a few are extremely versatile. However, it is
important to note that because an increasing number of novel
enzymatic activities are being revealed, we probably still underes-
timate the functional diversity of GHs.

Subsequent analysis showed a positive correlation between GH
sequence diversity and functional diversity in homologous
superfamilies, with a higher sequence diversity yielding a higher
functional diversity (r = 0.745, p < 0.001) (Fig. 4B). The three CATH
structural classes (mainly a, mainly b, and mixed a-b) all had the
potential to evolve high GH sequence diversity and functional
diversity. Moreover, compared with other superfamilies, the super-
families CATH 3.20.20.80 with the (b/a)8-barrel fold and CATH
1.50.10.10 with the (a/a)6-barrel fold exhibited particularly out-
standing GH sequence diversity and functional diversity.

Remarkably, the hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds is catalyzed by
two amino acid residues in the enzyme: a general acid (proton
donor) and a nucleophile/base in most cases [34]. Depending on
the spatial positions of these catalytic residues, hydrolysis occurs
via overall retention or overall inversion of the anomeric configu-
ration. In this study, we found that there were at least 8 superfam-
ilies that could perform both inverting and retaining activities
(Table S1). Therefore, diversity in catalytic mechanisms (inverting
and retaining) is common in homologous superfamilies, and the
same is true for the three classes.

In addition, 55 glycosidase activities existed in two or more
superfamilies, accounting for 36.4% of the total (Fig. 5A and
Table S3). The results suggested that many GHs convergently



Fig. 4. Diversification of glycoside activities in homologous superfamilies. (A)
Distribution of the number of different enzymatic functions associated with each
superfamily, as indicated by the number of different EC numbers (EC 3.2.1.x). (B)
Positive correlation between GH sequence diversity and functional diversity in
homologous superfamilies. The GH sequence diversity and functional diversity
were calculated based on the Shannon index. The color of each point reflects the
first-level CATH class as follows: pink (mainly a), green (mainly b), and purple
(mixed a-b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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evolved toward similar enzymatic functions, even though they
descended from multiple evolutionary origins. In particular, EC
3.2.1.4 (cellulases) and EC 3.2.1.8 (xylanases) both existed in as
many as 8 different superfamilies (Fig. 5B). More than 95% of xyla-
nases were distributed in the superfamilies CATH 3.20.20.80 and
CATH 2.60.120.180, while they were rare in the other 6 superfam-
ilies. However, the proportions of cellulases from the superfamilies
CATH 3.20.20.80, CATH 2.40.40.10, CATH 2.60.120.180, and CATH
1.50.10.10 all exceeded 5%, suggesting that glycosidase activity
could be generated by the convergent evolution of three distinct
structural classes (mainly a, mainly b, and mixed a-b). Notably,
in addition to cellulases and xylanases, other GHs associated with
multiple evolutionary origins also mainly target polysaccharides
such as xyloglucan, chitosan, and lichenan. These findings further
suggested that, compared with other glycosidase activities, degra-
dation activities for those particularly abundant and recalcitrant
substrates are more likely to evolve independently in different
superfamilies. However, unlike glycosidase activities, almost each
phosphorylase activity occurs only in a single superfamily.
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3.3. Glycoside hydrolases in a few superfamilies can be widely
distributed in life domains

Based on the genomes annotated by the CAZy database, the
proportions of members in each GH family among different life
domains were analyzed (Fig. S3). The results showed that 156,
106, and 74 GH families existed in the bacterial, eukaryotic,
and archaeal genomes, respectively, whereas only 27 families
appeared in viral genomes. Notably, no single GH family
accounted for more than 10% of the genomes in each of the four
life domains at the same time. Only 9 families (GH1, GH2, GH3,
GH5, GH13, GH15, GH31, GH36, and GH38) coexisted in the gen-
omes of bacteria, eukaryotes and archaea, while the GH18 family
was present in bacteria, eukaryotes and viruses. In addition,
42.1% of GH genes in bacteria, 29.7% in archaea, 80.6% in eukary-
otes, and 2.2% in viruses have not yet been assigned to a GH
family (GH0).

For the 27 homologous superfamilies containing GHs, members
of 25, 23, 18, and 11 superfamilies were present in the genomes of
bacteria, eukaryotes, archaea, and viruses, respectively (Fig. 6A and
Table S4). Only the GHs of CATH 3.20.20.80, the superfamily with
the most diverse glycosidase activities, had an occurrence fre-
quency of more than 30% of the genomes in all four life domains.
The TIM barrel (CATH 3.20.20, (b/a)8) is regarded as one of the old-
est folds and is traceable to the last universal common ancestor
(LUCA) [35,36]. In addition, GHs of 5 superfamilies were codis-
tributed in bacterial, eukaryotic, and archaeal genomes (at least
10%), among which core structures of 3 superfamilies were a/b
barrels (CATH 3.20), while the other 2 superfamilies were a/a bar-
rels (CATH 1.50) and b propellers (CATH 2.115). Furthermore, in
bacteria, GHs of 23, 24, 21, 18, and 24 superfamilies were found
in the FCB group, Proteobacteria, PVC group, Spirochaetes, and
Terrabacteria group, respectively, among which 7 superfamilies
each accounted for more than 10% of the five phyla (Fig. 6B and
Table S4). In eukaryotes, we found that 23, 15, and 14 GH super-
families appeared in the genomes of fungi, animals, and plants,
respectively. Among these superfamilies, 10 superfamilies each
accounted for more than 10% of the three taxa.

Among the 21,244 bacterial genomes annotated by the CAZy
database, an average of 37.2 GH genes were encoded in each gen-
ome (Fig. 7A). Correspondingly, the 352 eukaryotic genomes
encoded up to 101.3 GH genes on average. Comparably, the aver-
age numbers of GH genes encoded by the 424 archaeal genomes
and 456 viral genomes were only 12.4 and 2.0, respectively. With
respect to the number of families, the average number of GH fam-
ilies encoded by single eukaryotic, bacterial, archaeal, and viral
genomes was 25.4, 16.7, 6.9, and 1.5, respectively (Fig. 7B). In
terms of the number of superfamilies, the average values were
9.4, 6.7, 3.7, and 1.2 in the corresponding life domains (Fig. 7C).
In short, the numbers of GH genes, families, and superfamilies
encoded by a single genome were the largest in eukaryotes, fol-
lowed by bacteria, and both were significantly higher than those
of archaea and viruses. Meanwhile, in view of the number of GH
genes, families, and homologous superfamilies encoded by a single
genome, the disparity between eukaryotes and prokaryotes
trended to be smaller. Furthermore, in bacteria, the FCB group
encoded the most GH genes, families and superfamilies, while Spir-
ochaetes encoded the fewest. In eukaryotes, a plant genome
encoded nearly 400 GH genes on average, while that in animals
or fungi were only approximately 100. However, the average num-
ber of fungal-encoded superfamilies was higher than that of plant-
encoded superfamilies. Overall, the difference in GH gene numbers
between eukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes was probably mainly
due to various copy numbers of paralogous genes in the superfam-
ilies rather than the number of superfamilies.



Fig. 5. Convergent evolution of glycoside activities. (A) Distribution of the number of different enzymatic structures associated with each EC number, as indicated by the
number of different superfamilies. (B) Distributions of cellulases (EC 3.2.1.4) and xylanases (EC 3.2.1.8) in diverse homologous superfamilies, shown in the form of pie charts.
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3.4. Glycoside hydrolases of most superfamilies have specific
environmental distributions

Prokaryotes are the main source of GHs on Earth. Among over
1,000,000 known GH genes, 80.2% are from bacteria and archaea.
The EMP samples the Earth’s microbial communities at an
unprecedented scale to evaluate the distribution of prokaryotes
in global environments [29]. Our previous work showed that the
sequenced proportion of the global prokaryotic genomes reached
a high level, i.e. the median proportions of genome-sequenced cells
and taxa (at 100% identities in the 16S-V4 region) in different
5937
biomes reached 38.1% (16.4–86.3%) and 18.8% (9.1–52.6%), respec-
tively [37]. The EMPO classifies microbial environments as
free-living or host-associated, with further subdivision into 17
environmental types [29]. Here, by large-scale sequence align-
ments between the 10,000 samples released by the EMP and
approximately 20,000 fully sequenced prokaryotic genomes, we
analyzed the environmental distributions of GHs from diverse
superfamilies (Fig. 8A).

Our results showed that a total of 23 homologous superfamilies
were found in EMP prokaryotic communities, among which the
superfamily CATH 3.20.20.80 had the highest GH gene abundances



Fig. 6. Distributions of glycoside hydrolases from different homologous superfamilies in life domains. (A) Distributions of GHs from homologous superfamilies in different life
domains. Colors ranging from white to blue represent occurrence frequency values from low to high. (B) Distributions of GH superfamilies in the genomes of three taxa in
eukaryotes and five phyla in bacteria. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in all 17 environments, especially in animal proximal gut and ani-
mal distal gut samples, with the GH/1000 medians of 8.81 and
7.96, respectively. The GH gene abundances of the superfamily
CATH 3.20.20.80 in free-living environments, particularly saline
environments, were lower than those in host-associated environ-
ments. The GH/1000 medians in the sediment (saline) and water
(saline) samples were 2.66 and 2.52, respectively, and the lowest
was 2.01 in the hypersaline (saline) samples. The second most
abundant superfamily was CATH 1.10.530.10, whose GH/1000
medians exceeded 1 in all 17 environments, with minor differences
ranging from 2.23 in animal corpus samples to 1.25 in plant surface
samples. The CATH 1.50.10.10 and CATH 2.115.10.20 superfamilies
were also abundant in environments, while the GH/1000 medians
of all the other 21 superfamilies were below 1 in all 17 environ-
ments. In general, superfamilies that are widely distributed in
5938
prokaryotic genomes are also extensively present in different
prokaryotic communities.

Of the 23 superfamilies that were revealed in the EMP prokary-
otic communities, the highest GH gene abundances of 14 super-
families appeared in animal host-associated environments: 7 in
the animal proximal gut environment, 4 in the animal distal gut
environment, and 3 in the animal corpus environment. Similarly,
9 superfamilies exhibited the highest abundances in plant host-
associated environments: 5 in the plant rhizosphere environment,
3 in the plant surface environment, and 1 in the plant corpus envi-
ronment (Fig. 8A). Notably, no superfamily had the highest abun-
dance in free-living environments. In particular, in saline-,
water-, and surface-environments, no more than 4 superfamilies
reached 50% of the highest abundances in other environments.
From a superfamily perspective, more than 65% of superfamilies



Fig. 7. Statistics of the numbers of glycoside hydrolase genes (A), families (B), and
homologous superfamilies (C) in a single genome. Statistical analyses were
performed using the average and standard deviation in the following order: four
life domains (archaea, bacteria, eukaryotes, and viruses), bacteria (FCB group,
Proteobacteria, PVC group, Spirochaetes, and Terrabacteria group), and eukaryotes
(fungi, animals, and plants).
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(n = 15) maintained 50% of the highest abundance in fewer than 5
environments. The widely distributed superfamilies were mainly
concentrated in 3 different folds (CATH 1.10.530, CATH 3.20.20,
and CATH 1.50.10), of which only CATH 1.10.530.10 maintained
more than 50% of the highest abundance in all 17 environments.
Therefore, most superfamilies exhibit narrow environmental dis-
tributions, and their highest abundances are concentrated in
host-associated environments.

Furthermore, we analyzed the effects of environmental temper-
atures and pH values on the distributions of GHs from different
superfamilies (Fig. 8B). A total of 22 superfamilies were detected
based on 2381 EMP samples with temperature information and
1183 samples with pH values. According to environmental temper-
atures, samples were categorized into 5 groups: low temperature
(�10 �C), moderate low temperature (>10 �C and �20 �C), medium
temperature (>20 �C and <30 �C), moderate high temperature
(�30 �C and <45 �C), and high temperature (�45 �C). The results
showed that 21 superfamilies exhibited the highest abundances
in low- or moderate low-temperature environments, whereas only
the highest abundance of superfamily CATH 3.20.110.10 appeared
in the high-temperature environment. Interestingly, only 4 super-
families that contain the a/b barrels (CATH 3.20) core structures
maintained at least 80% of their highest abundances in the high-
temperature environment. Among GHs with mainly a structures,
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only 2 superfamilies retained more than 40% of their highest abun-
dances in the high-temperature environment. However, no super-
family with mainly b structures maintained more than 15% of its
highest abundance in the high-temperature environment. Hence,
GHs of the mixed a-b structures maintain the best stability in
the high-temperature environment, while GHs with mainly b
structures are the weakest.

Based on environmental pH values, the samples were also clas-
sified into 5 groups for analysis: acidic (�5), slightly acidic (greater
than5 and � 6.5), neutral (greater than6.5 and < 7.5), slightly alka-
line (�7.5 and < 9) and alkaline (�9). The highest abundances of 15
superfamilies were observed in the acidic environment, while the
superfamily CATH 3.20.110.10 had the highest abundance in the
alkaline environment (Fig. 8C). Furthermore, a total of 10 super-
families maintained at least 50% of their highest abundances in
the alkaline environment, of which 4 had a mixed a-b structure
as the core structure, 4 possessed a mainly a structure, and 2
had a mainly b structure. Therefore, the abundances of superfami-
lies associated with GHs were less sensitive to environmental pH
values than temperatures. Interestingly, the superfamily CATH
3.20.110.10 was the single group with a distribution preference
for high-temperature and alkaline environments. The fold of CATH
3.20.110.10 is 7-stranded b/a barrels, including the families GH38,
GH57, and GH119, along with diverse glycosidase functions.
4. Discussion

GHs play multiple key roles in nature and have many applica-
tions in health, nutrition, and biotechnology [18,38–40]. In this
study, we analyzed the classification of GHs at the homologous
superfamily and fold levels based on protein structure information.
Our work not only analyzed the crystal structures of GHs but also
modeled the structures of 22 GH families without crystal struc-
tures. Structural modeling was performed using the newly devel-
oped AlphaFold algorithm, which achieves an accuracy
competitive with that of experimental results [22,27]. This allowed
our analysis to cover all 163 GH families, at a level different from
and complementary to the 18 existing clans that cover 69 GH fam-
ilies in the CAZy database.

GHs include a huge sequence space, with more than 1,000,000
known members that have been divided into more than 160 fam-
ilies based on sequence similarities [11]. Due to the large variety of
possible linkages, the diversity of monosaccharides, the modifica-
tion of carbohydrates by acetylation or sulfation, and the form
and length adopted by polysaccharides, glycans provide the widest
diversity of all biomolecules [12]. Therefore, glycosidase activities
are also extremely diverse, with at least 151 classified EC numbers
(EC 3.2.1.x). However, structurally, we found that known GHs were
from at least 27 homologous superfamilies and 16 folds, among
which the distributions of GH sequences and enzymatic activities
were highly uneven; a few homologous superfamilies and folds
were extremely abundant, but most were rare.

A few superfamilies and folds exhibited extremely high versatil-
ity of glycosidase activities, mainly the a-b barrel (CATH 3.20), a/a
barrel (CATH 1.50), and b propeller (CATH 2.115, CATH 2.120, and
CATH 2.130). Although these structures were unrelated and quite
distinct from one another, certain general structural features that
allowed them to accommodate diverse glycosidase catalytic activ-
ities could be discerned (Fig. 2). The a/b-barrel structure includes
(b/a)8- and (b/a)7- barrel folds, in which b-strands and a-helices
alternate along the protein sequence, with b-strands forming the
inner barrel and a-helices flanking as the exterior. The a/a-barrel
structure consists of 6 parallel a-helices forming the inner barrel,
which are flanked by 6 external a-helices. The b-propeller struc-
ture is composed completely of b-sheets and is characterized by



Fig. 8. Environmental distributions of glycoside hydrolases from homologous superfamilies. (A) Distributions of GHs from homologous superfamilies in 17 EMPO
environments. (B) Environmental temperatures affect the distributions of GHs from homologous superfamilies. According to environmental temperatures, samples were
classified into 5 groups: low temperature (�10 �C), moderate low temperature (>10 �C and � 20 �C), medium temperature (>20 �C and < 30 �C), moderate high temperature
(�30 �C and < 45 �C), and high temperature (�45 �C). Each group contained no<87 samples. (C) Influence of environmental pH on the distributions of GHs from homologous
superfamilies. Samples were also classified into 5 groups according to the pH value of the environments for analysis: acidic (�5), slightly acidic (>5 and � 6.5), neutral (>6.5
and < 7.5), slightly alkaline (�7.5 and < 9) and alkaline (�9). There were at least 115 samples in each group. The circle size represents the GH gene abundance, which is
displayed as the GH/1000 value. Colors from blue to red represent the relative abundance of GHs in each superfamily from low to high, with the highest GH/1000 value in the
environment defined as 100%. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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5–7 sets of blade-shaped sheets arranged symmetrically around
the central axis. These structures all contain a central pocket that
can bind to their substrates, with approximately cyclic symmetry.
The inherent pockets in these structures can accommodate various
substrate molecules through low-specificity interactions. Further-
more, the intrinsic symmetry of the central pockets offers the
potential for different catalytic residues to appear on the surface
of the substrate-binding site, enabling the evolution of multiple
activities.

Previous observations have hinted that functional characteriza-
tion by structure determination is not straightforward, and the
mechanisms generating functional diversity during evolution are
complex [41,42]. For example, the active site residues of TIM-
barrel enzymes are distributed at the eight ba motifs [43]. The
N/C-terminal and loop regions on TIM barrel proteins are capable
of hosting structural inserts ranging from simple secondary struc-
tural motifs to complete domains [44]. We found that the GH
sequence diversity was positively correlated with its functional
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diversity in homologous superfamilies, indicating no contradiction
between the robustness of protein structures that tolerate
sequence variations and the innovation that drives the acquisition
of new functions. The (b/a)8-barrel and (a/a)6-barrel structures
exhibit particularly high diversity in sequence, and the core struc-
tures of these proteins are large, containing many secondary struc-
tural elements with many interactions and high contact density.
Thus, they are highly robust to mutations. Moreover, GHs with
these structures are also highly resistant to high temperatures.
Most superfamilies of (b/a)8-barrel GHs could maintain at least
80% of their highest gene abundances in the high-temperature
environment (�45 �C), and superfamilies with the (a/a)6-barrel
structure preserved at least 60%, both of which were much higher
than those of other folds. Thus, the combination of rigid core struc-
tures and flexible central pockets on the surfaces of the (b/a)8-
barrel and (a/a)6-barrel structures enables enzymatic activities.
Robustness to point mutations and insertions/deletions results in
high sequence diversity and a large number of variations, espe-
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cially in functional regions, which provides new catalytic mecha-
nisms and promotes the production of high functional diversity.

Interestingly, GHs also showed apparently convergent evolu-
tion. More than one-third of GH activities existed in several homol-
ogous superfamilies, indicating multiple evolutionary origins. In
addition, we found that the degradation functions of polysaccha-
rides, such as cellulose and xylan, were more likely than other
functions to be obtained through convergent evolution. For
instance, EC 3.2.1.4 (cellulases) and EC 3.2.1.8 (xylanases) both
occurred in at least 8 different homologous superfamilies.
Cellulose, as the most abundant polysaccharide on Earth, and
hemicellulose with xylan as the main component together consti-
tute plant cell wall material [45,46]. Therefore, we speculate that
the large biomass and high degradation difficulty might be the rea-
sons for the widespread multiorigin convergent evolution of the
degradation activities of polysaccharides.

Altogether, the diversity of carbohydrate substrates promotes
the evolution of diverse GH activities. Nevertheless, the evolution-
ary mechanisms are complex, including divergent evolution from a
versatile structure to acquire new specificities and convergent evo-
lution of different structures toward similar catalytic mechanisms.
These findings not only increase our understanding of the
sequence–structure–function relationships and evolution of GHs
but also may be useful in designs and modifications in future pro-
tein engineering of GHs.
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